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In neutron waveguides, the neutron wave is onned inside the guiding layer of the stru ture and an es ape
from the layer edge as a mi robeam. The hanneling within the guiding layer is a ompanied by an exponential
de ay of the neutron wave fun tion density inside the waveguide. Here, we report dire t determination of the
orresponding de ay onstant, termed the neutron hanneling length. For this, we measured the mi robeam
intensity as a fun tion of the length of a neutron absorbing layer of variable length pla ed onto the surfa e
of a waveguide stru ture. Su h planar neutron waveguides transform a onventional neutron beam into an
extremely narrow but slightly divergent mi robeam, whi h an be used for the investigation of nanostru tures
with submi ron spatial resolution.

DOI: 10.7868/S0044451013100052
Neutron s attering is a powerful tool for the investigation of magneti stru tures, polymers, and biologi al obje ts. But the information obtained about
the investigated systems is averaged over the neutron
beam width, whi h is usually of the order of 0.1 to
10 mm. For investigations of nanostru tures with high
spatial resolution, fo using devi es (su h as fo using
rystal mono hromators or fo using guides) have been
developed, whi h an fo us the neutron beam in one or
two dimensions. However, these devi es are restri ted
by their physi al properties and manufa turing te hnologies and annot produ e the beam fo us of less
than 50 m width [1℄. Potential devi es for the produ tion of submi ron neutron beams in one dimension are layered planar waveguides, whi h transform
a onventional neutron beam into an extremely narrow (< 1 m), although slightly divergent (0.1Æ ) neu*
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tron mi robeam emerging from the edge of a waveguide
[25℄.
The phenomenon of neutron hanneling was
observed experimentally in [610℄.
The authors of [9℄, as reported by Nikitenko [11℄, arried out the rst measurements for the stru ture
Cu(300 Å)/Ti(1500 Å)/Cu(1000 Å)/glass(5 mm) at the
time-of-ight ree tometer REMUR in Dubna (Russia) in 2000. Four resonan e modes were observed. As
it was des ribed by Nikitenko, the neutron hanneling
length was measured as a fun tion of the neutron
wavelength. Several widths of a xed absorber band
on the sample surfa e were used. Later, in 2002,
the experiments on the neutron hanneling length
measurements were ontinued for another stru ture
Cu(300 Å)/Ti(3000 Å)/Cu(1500 Å)/glass(5 mm) at the
ree tometer ADAM in ILL (Grenoble, Fran e) [11℄.
The intensity of the mono hromati neutron beam
exiting from the sample edge was measured. Both
experiments were done in the verti al sample plane
geometry. Therefore, a set of several samples with
dierent absorber lengths was used.
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Propagation of the neutron wave inside a Fe(10 nm)/Cu(150 nm)/Fe(50 nm) waveguide stru ture. The al ulated
neutron wave density as a fun tion of the oordinate z perpendi ular to the sample surfa e and the oordinate x along the
beam propagation parallel to the sample surfa e. The neutron-opti al potential inside the waveguide is presented in the
inset
Fig. 1.

Our independent experiment [12; 13℄ was arried
out in 20101). A horizontal sample plane geometry
was used. We used a single sample to measure the
hanneling length for the resonan e order n = 0. In
this ommuni ation, we present a dire t measurement
of the hanneling length and ompare it with the theory [14℄. We note that the ase of neutrons is signifi antly dierent from the ase of x-rays be ause the
neutron absorption is very weak ompared to the x-ray
one. The absorption length of 4 Å neutrons in opper
is 7.2 mm while it is 22 m for 8 keV x-rays. The absorption is therefore not the main parameter dening
the value of the hanneling length, and this makes a
dire t measurement feasible.
The problem of neutron propagation at interfa es
was already studied earlier. For example, we mention
the attempts to measure the GoosHän hen (GH) ee t
at the total ree tion of neutrons from a surfa e [15℄.
In the GH ee t, the neutron propagates along the surfa e in the form of an evanes ent wave. In the ase
of waveguides, it propagates in the form of resonant
modes. In su h a situation, the propagation length an
be enhan ed by several orders of magnitudes, making
the measurement te hni ally feasible.
1) Our experiment was done in 2010 and the results were reported at a seminar, 27 September 2010, FLNP JINR, Dubna,
Russia and at the Conferen e on neutron ree tometry SUPER
ADAM, 2526 O tober 2010, Grenoble, Fran e. The initial results were published in [12; 13℄. The private oral ommuni ation [11℄ was done by Nikitenko in De ember 2012 after the publi ation of our preprint [13℄ and its submission to JETP. The
results of this early experiment were not published.

We onsider a waveguide stru ture of the type
Fe(10 nm)/Cu(150 nm)/Fe(50 nm)//glass. In su h a
stru ture, resonant modes hara terized by a quantum
number n are ex ited in the guiding Cu layer for spe i
in iden e angles [2℄. Figure 1 shows the propagation of
the resonan e mode n = 2 for a spin-up neutron inside
the guiding layer, over the length of 100 m. The propagation length an be further in reased by sele ting a
lower order mode, by in reasing the thi kness of the top
Fe oupling layer, the thi kness of the guiding layer, the
potential well depth, or the oheren e of the in ident
beam (de reasing the divergen e). This is not shown
be ause the orresponding gures are far less legible.
In optimal onditions, it is possible to rea h mm size
length s ales.
A spe i geometry an be onsidered where the
resonant mode propagates along the hannel and eventually exits the hannel edge (Fig. 2). If part of
the sample surfa e above the hannel is shielded
from the in ident wave (Fig. 2), we show that the
wave eld exponentially de reases along the hannel,
 exp( x=xe ), where xe is the hanneling length.
An analyti des ription of the neutron resonan es in
layered stru tures an be found in [14; 16℄. We onsider
a neutron plane wave with the wave ve tor k0 in ident
on the stru ture in Fig. 2 with a grazing angle i . The
wave fun tion in the resonant layer an be represented
as

r

( )=

A exp(ik0 x) 
 (exp( ik2 z ) + R23 exp(ik2 z )) ;
x

z
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(0)
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should not hange along the hannel, and X (x) =
0 x). The amplitude A in (5) should be the
= exp(ikx
same as in the illuminated part, but k2z should a quire
a negative imaginary part k20 z = k2z i in the nonilluminated part of the hannel. Without this imaginary
part, the fun tion Z (z ) annot stay the same in the
shadowed region. Indeed, the wave exp( ik20 z z ) after
ree tion from the bottom layer, propagation to the
top layer, and oming ba k to the bottom layer a quires the amplitude R23 R21 exp(2ik20 z d). If we want
this amplitude to remain unity as at the start, we must
have

Dete tor
Gd2 O3

i

k ; kx )

( 2z
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k

( 2z

i; kx )
0

Experimental setup. The neutron beam enters
from the air (0 ), tunnels through the upper tunneling
layer (1 ) into the hannel (2 ), and is ree ted from
the ree tor layer (3 ). The waveguide is overed with
an absorber of variable length L at its end. The neutron wave is guided inside the hannel (2 ). d is the
thi kness of the guiding layer (Cu). The neutron wave
fun tion in the hannel is (k2z ; kx ) under the illuminated part of the sample surfa e and (k2z i; kx0 )
under the nonilluminated part. k2z is the real part of
the omponent of the wave ve tor perpendi ular to the
sample surfa e, kx is the real part of the omponent of
the wave ve tor parallel to the sample surfa e under the
illuminated part, kx0 is the real part of the omponent
of the wave ve tor parallel to the sample surfa e under
the nonilluminated part, and  is the imaginary part of
the neutron wave ve tor omponent perpendi ular to
the sample surfa e under the nonilluminated part

Fig. 2.

R23 R21 exp(2ik20 d) = 1:
z

When e it follows that the real part of k20 z is equal
to k2z to satisfy resonan e ondition (4), the imaginary
part should be  = ln jR21 R23 j=2d to ompensate the
losses be ause of transmissions through both Fe layers.
If the thi knesses of the two Fe layers in Fig. 1 are large
enough, then jR21 R23 j  1 and  is small.
To nd the propagation wave ve tor kz0 in the hannel under the nonilluminated area, we use the energy
onservation law

k2

(

p2
k0

where k2z =
uCu is the z - omponent of the
z
neutron wave ve tor inside the guiding Cu layer, uCu is
the opti al potential of the Cu layer, R23 is the ree tion amplitude from the bottom Fe barrier (3) within
the Cu layer (2), and the point z = 0 oin ides with the
interfa e of the bottom Fe layer. The fa tor A is the
amplitude of the wave in ident on the bottom Fe layer.
It is determined from the self- onsistent equation [16℄

A = T02 exp(ik2 d) + R21 R23 exp(2ik2 d) A;

(2)

where T02 is the transmission amplitude through the
top Fe barrier from the va uum (0) to the Cu layer (2),
and R21 is the ree tion amplitude within Cu (2) from
the top Fe barrier (1). It follows from (2) that

j
;
jAj = j1 R RjT02exp(2
ik2 d)j
21 23

(3)

z

and hen e A has maxima at resonan es k0z
satisfying the equation

k0

(

z)

=

k0 sin

k2 d + arg(R21 ) + arg(R23 ) = 2n:

=2

z

n

,

(4)

The neutron wave fun tion under the nonilluminated se tion of the waveguide an be represented as
the produ t Z (z )X (x), as in (1). The Z (z ) part,

Z (z ) = A (exp( ik20 z ) + R23 exp(ik20 z )) ;
z

z

:::

(5)

i)2 + k0 2 = k22

z

x

z

+

k2 ;

(6)

x

from whi h it follows that

k0

x

=

p2
k + 2ik2  k
z

x

x

+

ik2 =k :
z

x

(7)

The imaginary part of kx0 is positive, whi h leads to



X (x) = exp(ik0 x) = exp ik x
x

x

x
2x



e

and thus to the exponential de ay of the intensity
I / exp( x=xe ) with the hanneling length

x

e

=

k
k2
x

2

 k j lnkjRd R jj :
2
21 23
x

z

(8)

z

The investigated waveguide stru ture was
Fe(200 Å)/Cu(1400 Å)/Fe(500 Å)//glass(substrate)
with magneti ally saturated Fe layers. This system in
the ase of a fully magnetized Fe state represents a
potential well between two high potential barriers for
neutrons polarized parallel to the Fe magnetization.
Inside the guiding layer, the neutron wave fun tion
at the resonan e n = 0 has the amplitude A = 17:1,
omparable to unity of the in ident wave amplitude. In
what follows, we dis uss our results on neutron hanneling at the resonan e n = 0, whi h is hara terized
by the highest neutron wave fun tion amplitude.
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Neutron mi robeam intensity as a fun tion of the in iden e angle i for dierent lengths of the absorbing Gd2 O3
powder layer (see Fig. 2). The in iden e angle s ales are slightly shifted with respe t to ea h other be ause the sample was
remounted for ea h measurement. The dashed line marks the ba kground level. L = 0 (a), 2 (b ), 4 ( ), 6 (d) mm

Fig. 3.

The experiment was arried out at the polarized
neutron ree tometer N-REX+ (Fors hungsneutronenquelle Heinz Maier-Leibnitz, FRM II, Gar hing, Germany) with the surfa e of the waveguide sample oriented horizontally. The neutron wavelength was 4.26 Å
(FWHM = 1 %), the in iden e angle resolution was
0.006Æ. Magnetized supermirrors in transmission mode
were used as the neutron spin polarizer and analyzer.
The polarization of the in ident beam was 97 % and the
polarizing e ien y of the analyzer was 94 %. A Mezeitype spin-ipper of 100 % e ien y was used to ip
the polarization of the in ident beam. The ree tivity
of the waveguide stru ture was measured using a twodimensional position-sensitive 3 He gas dete tor with a
spatial resolution of 3 mm (FWHM). The distan e between the ollimating diaphragm and the waveguide
sample was 2200 mm, the sample-dete tor distan e was
2500 mm. As an absorber, we used Gd2 O3 powder with
a grain size of about 1 m, su h that the opti al properties of the waveguide not be altered by the absorber.
The height of the applied Gd2 O3 powder was 23 mm,
whi h was su ient to absorb the ree ted beam. The
dry powder was arefully put by hand onto the sample
surfa e a ording to the desired length L of the overage.

The sample size was 30  30  5 mm3 . The sample
stru ture determined from spe ular ree tivity [4℄ was
FeO(54 Å)/Fe(154 Å)/Cu(1360 Å)/Fe(510 Å)//glass
(substrate). A waveguide resonan e was experimentally found in [4℄ at the in iden e angle 0 = 0:37Æ ,
whi h is in good agreement with theoreti al values
following from Eq. (5): 0 = 0:365Æ.
The neutron mi robeam intensity measured for the
up polarization of the in ident beam near the resonan e
n = 0 is shown in Fig. 3 as a fun tion of the in iden e
angle i for dierent absorber lengths L. This mirobeam intensity was determined by integration over
a narrow interval of outgoing angles (0:1Æ ) around
the sample horizon, whi h was dened by the analyzer
aperture. The mi robeam intensity without any absorber overage (L = 0) is a ompanied by a high
level of ba kground arising from the spe ularly ree ted
beam. The ba kground level for pra ti ally any minute
length of the absorber overage is mu h lower due to
the blo king of the ree ted beam by the ma ros opi
barrier of Gd2 O3 powder.
The angular positions of the peaks in the mirobeam intensity shown in the four panels of Fig. 3
are not exa tly identi al due to slightly dierent ex736
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Fig. 4. Mi robeam intensity (after the ba kground subtra tion) as a fun tion of the absorber length L in the
natural logarithmi ordinate s ale

perimental osets in the in iden e angles s ales. The
sample was removed and pla ed ba k after ea h measurement to hange the absorber length. After that,
the angular oset was not he ked and revised be ause
the spe ularly ree ted beam was blo ked by the absorber. For the purpose of this arti le, however, the
absolute peak positions are not needed.

The integrated peak area I (x) of the mi robeam
intensities displayed in Fig. 3 is plotted as a fun tion
of the absorber length L in Fig. 4 with logarithmi
ordinate s ales. The left ordinate axis represents absolute neutron intensities after the ba kground subtra tion, with the ba kground level dened by the intensity outside the resonan e (marked by dashed lines
in Fig. 3). The right ordinate axis represents neutron intensities relative to the intensity without the
absorber (L = 0). An exponential t to the data
yields xe = (3:2  0:3) mm for the neutron hanneling length, with the error margin estimated from the
statisti al experimental errors. This result is in good
agreement with the theoreti al value 3.14 mm obtained
from Eq. (8). This good agreement shows that our
waveguide is of very good quality. Other than tunneling through the upper oupling layer loss me hanisms,
s attering losses due to interfa e roughness or bulk inhomogeneities turn out to be negligible for the investigated waveguide.
Our results show that it is possible to e iently
ouple a beam of the width xe sin 0  20 m into the
waveguide and to arry it to the edge of the guiding
layer of thi kness 1400 Å. This orresponds to a spatial ompression ratio higher than 100 (in one dire tion). Compared to other fo using systems providing
also very high ompression ratios (su h as ompound
refra tive lenses [1℄), the layered planar waveguide disussed here has the advantage of produ ing a very lean

:::

mi robeam. The use of a planar waveguide allows effe tively extra ting a mi robeam from the dire t and
ree ted beams. Using absorbers, a better signal-tonoise ratio an be obtained ( f. Fig. 3a and Fig. 3b ).
Polarized neutron mi robeams ould be pra ti ally
used for the investigation of magneti nanostru tures
with high spatial resolution in one dimension. In parti ular, this opens up possibilities for the study of magneti mi rostru tures either by dire t pre ession te hniques [1719℄ or by phase imaging [20℄. Resonant
beam ouplers may also be used for the produ tion
of very high resolution long wavelengths mono hromators [21℄.
In on lusion, we have reported the experimental
determination of the neutron hanneling length in a
planar waveguide stru ture. The intensity of the neutron mi robeam emerging from the edge of the waveguide was re orded as a fun tion of the absorber length
at the waveguide surfa e, whi h denes the nonilluminated area. The observed de ay length agrees well
with the theoreti al predi tion in (8). This knowledge
should allow optimizing neutron waveguide stru tures.
We furthermore expe t that the des ribed method
to determine the hanneling length an be used to
hara terize imperfe tions in waveguides via the
asso iated de rease in the hanneling length. This
experimental method an thus ontribute to the
further development of the theory of hanneling in
waveguides and to the development of optimized
devi es for the produ tion of neutron mi robeams
for the hara terization of nanostru tures.
The
method may also more generally prove to be useful as
a sensitive tool to hara terize hemi al, stru tural,
and magneti imperfe tions in thin layered stru tures.
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